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Steve Larsen*, the Managing Broker for an east coast real 

estate brokerage, was once again behind schedule getting 

commission checks out to his sales team.

The constant bottleneck was getting info from Brokermint, his 

real estate transaction management software, into his agency’s 

bookkeeping program, QuickBooks.
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His admin team was working as quickly as possible but the 

manual copying and pasting, importing and exporting was 

extremely tedious. 
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Brokermint QuickBooks

Ultimately Steve partnered with API Nation to automate and 

sync up his brokerage’s operation. The move saved him 

thousands of dollars in unnecessary administrative overhead, 

increased his transactional accuracy and efficiency, and got the 

commission checks flowing so his top producers stayed happy 

and stayed put.

On top of that, his current system was prone to little errors 

that came back to bite them at the end of the year. Those 

errors cost Steve’s team weeks of work and thousands of 

dollars to fix every January to create accurate 1099s. 
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Business Bottlenecks

Steve was a top-notch sales guy, sharp, and a real go-getter. 

His business was closing 150 deals per year with only 30 

agents on the team. He chose Brokermint to track his 

brokerage’s transactions and Quickbooks to run his 

accounting.
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However, Steve wanted more. He needed his transactions 

from Brokermint to seamlessly flow to the rest of the 

applications his business was using, starting with 

Quickbooks. 

The lack of integration between Brokermint and QuickBooks 

was strangling business operations and slowed down the 

speed at which his agents received their commission checks. 

Not to mention the extra time it cost to produce his end of 

quarter and end of year financial reports.
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Larson 

commented

“As soon as I close the deal, I want my agent to 

get paid immediately. I want to shake their hand 

and congratulate them, to keep them happy and 

motivated for the next deal!” 
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The most critical issues for Larson included

Delays in paying agents 

quickly, a huge risk to 

retention

The most critical issues for Larsen included

The inability to run 

financial reports 

because of 

inconsistent data 

entered into 

QuickBooks

A lack of data or 

wrong data interfering 

with end-of-year tax 

reporting and (Form) 

1099 generation.



Tipping Point

The integration issue between Brokermint and QuickBooks 

came to a head that January, when Steve’s brokerage had to 

produce 1099 statements for all of their agents.  
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commented

“Because of a lack of ongoing financial tracking, 

errors in copy-paste, and manual data entry, it was 

impossible to get accurate financial reports.”Larsen 
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With his disconnected systems, Steve was worried about 

retaining his top agents. The cornerstone of retention was 

calculating commissions correctly and paying agents 

immediately. His top producers would move to competitors 

if the business could not pay the agents on time.
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Almost as important, was his absolute lack of real time 

financial data. Making decisions was touch using snapshots 

his team put together for each quarter, delivered weeks after 

the quarter ended. The cherry on top of this frustration 

sundae was the end-of-year preparation for tax reporting 

was going to cost Steve’s brokerage more than $1,200 in 

administrative fees and an additional two weeks of work due 

to all the manual entry errors. 
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As Steve researched vendors, he struggled to come upon a 

solution that fit his needs and processes. For most of these 

offers he would have to make significant compromises.

He found that so-called “turn-key” or “low code” solutions 

“didn’t work and did not support or fit unique and specific 

business processes”. They also were unfamiliar with the 

intricacies of the Real Estate world with all it’s requirements 

for compliance.
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Steve considered building a solution in-

house, but that was expensive and 

distracting from his core business. He had 

friends, and friends of friends who were 

“good with computers” but that wasn’t going 

to cut it when he needed to make sure he 

retained 100% of his financial data. 
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The Missing Piece is Found

Steve’s investigation led him to work with API Nation who 

would create a “no code” easy to use solution. By syncing his 

systems, the data flowed free from bottlenecks. Additionally, 

API Nation’s budget-friendly approach worked with his 

current business processes, instead of changing them. That 

meant…

1. No additional training for his admin staff

2. Data entry for his team was cut in half;

3. Thousands of dollars in savings by 

avoiding custom solution development;

4. 1099’s were created instantaneously;

5. Real time financial reports and were now 

possible

6. All agent including top producers were 

paid immediately, boosting retention.
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As a bonus, API Nation’s automation of Steve’s business 

processes was also able to scale as his brokerage grew in 

size and sophistication.
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Smiles All Around

Steve knew he had found a winning partner with API Nation, 

stating:

“My bookkeeper is finally smiling!”
 

API Nation’s integration and real estate tech expertise made 

them the perfect partners to help Steve streamline his 

processes, keep his top producers, and grow his business.
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Schedule Consultationhttps://www.apination.com/setup-consultation/


